College of Visual and Performing Arts Fall Graduates!

Congratulations, Class of 2020 on your academic and artistic accomplishments!

GRADUATE DEGREES

Alexander Michael Alberti: MM - Music Education

Micaela Valeria Albright: MA - Arts Administration

Alicia Marie Alvarado: MA - Music Education

Brendan Robert Ammons: MA - Music Education

Alicia Marie Bookwld: MA - Music Education

Courtney Lynne Bonney: MA - Arts Administration

Katelyn Cantrell: MA - Music Education

Kai Chen: MA - Music Education

Kathryn Grady: MA - Music Education

LaKeisha Jasmine Green: MA - Music Education

Nicole Elizabeth Kolsrud: MA - Music Education

Sarah Marie Lea: MA - Music Education

Katherine Lee Adams Swinney: MM - Music Education

DeAnna Nichole Walker: MM - Music Education

Phillip Laidru Hill: MM - Performance: Voice

Amelia Ruth Johnson: MM - Music Education

Phillip Alan MacWilliams: MM - Music Education

Sara Zack: MM - Music Education

Lindsey Marie Vest: MM - Music Education

Sherry Elizabeth Wood: MM - Music Education

Melinda Dawn Burgess: MA - Drama

Preston Matthew Byrd: BA - Art Studio: Art

Joseph Camargo-Santoshow: BA - Drama

Evan Jeffrey Campbell: BA - Music and Arts Administration

Brittany Rae Carter: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Ting Yi Chu: BM - Performance: Keyboard

Yu Wen Chang: BA - Art Studio: Art

Carmen Hope Coale: BA - Arts Administration

Jaya Mona Moustafa: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Zachary Paul Covington: BM - Performance: Jazz Performance

Olivia Coward: BA - Art Studio: Art

Gillian Victoria Craze: BA - Arts Administration

Julian Southern-Critch-Pritchett: BA - Arts Administration

Andrew Michael Cressey: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Brain Keith Davison Jr.: BA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Jeremy Michael Diamand: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Corbin Blake Duncan: BM - Music

Evan Daniel Dugay: BA - Art: Studio Art: Choreography and Performance w/K-12 Licensure

Carolyn Jean Garner: BA - Arts Administration and International & Global Studies

Sylvia Maryelles Garcia: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Courtney Sydney Gould: BA - Arts Administration

Amber Rose Graham: BFA - Dance: Choreography and Performance

Moriah Juanita Gray: BA - Studio Art: Printmaking and Painting

Victoria Rose Godfrey: BA - Drama

Jasmine Santana Hainot: BA - Dance: Choreography and Performance w/K-12 Licensure

Zoe Anna Harder: BM - Performance: Jazz Performance and BA Geography

Jordan Casley Harp: BA - Studio Art: Painting

Cameron P Herring: BA - Studio Art: Painting

Devon R. Monique-Joy Hill: BA - Studio Art: Painting

Jessica Elizabeth Himes: BA - Dance Studios Allison M Hines: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Lacy Lorraine Holdin: BA - Arts Administration

Riley Moseley Hould: BFA - Studio Art: Acting

Amelia Nina Howerton: BA - Art and Media Studies

Kelly Jane Hutchens: BA - Drama

Emily M. Jay: BFA - Studio Art: Painting

Mackenzie Rae Kitch: BA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Maya Marie Kolosov: BA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Victoria Elizabeth Lucy Landers: BA - Studio Art: Photography

Sydney Grace Lee: BFA - Studio Art: Printmaking and Painting

Joshua Lopez: BM - Music Education: Choral

Traudaris Mikkel Luckett: BA - Arts Administration

Jasmine Kavan Marshall: BA - Drama and Arts Administration

Joseph Allen Martin: BFA - Studio Art: Painting

Alex Yoshikatsu Manuki: BA - Art: Studio Art

Eric Christopher Morris: BA - Art Studio: Visual Art and Languages, Literature, & Cultures

Gregory Matthew Moul: BA - Drama and English

Michael Joseph Nwam: BFA - Drama: Acting

Maison Kyle O'Neill: BA - Drama

Shannon Sunukyung Park: BFA - Studio Art: Sculpture and Ceramics

Henry Paul: BA - Music and Psychology

Alexis F. Fombeters: BA - Art Studio: Art

Adam Michael Perez: BFA - Studio Art: Photography

Richard Jorge Perez: BA - Arts Administration

Parker Gerrard Perry: BA - Drama

Isaiah Poole: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Rustin Harris Pratt: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Jessemith Allen Rawls: BA - Art Studio: Art

Pado S. Rivera: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Isaiah Sanchez: BA - Drama

Katherine Carr Serbisovich: BM - Performing Arts: Woodwinds

Mary Hannah Shinn: BA - Art History

Markell Trevor Singletorn: BM - Performance: Cinema

Alyssa Karen Smith: BA - Arts Administration

Cameron A Smith: BFA - Studio Art: Printmaking and Painting

Thomas Edward Source: BFA - Studio Art: Printmaking and Painting

Thai Allen Sonbouak: BA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Victoria Jasmine Starnes: BA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

John Svendsgaard: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Clemence Rath Thomas: BA - Studio Art: Sculpture and Ceramics

Erika Lisa Thomas: BA - Art Studio: New Media and Design

Sean Taylor Thompson: BA - Arts Administration

Kiahana Jaylin Toomer: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Trey Malik Vanzandt: BFA - Studio Art: Printmaking and Painting

Elyra Beth Watts: BA - Music

Megan Carlyle West: BA - Dance: Choreography and Performance w/K-12 Licensure

Ally J. Whitaker: BFA - Studio Art: Printmaking and Painting

Sarah Mayway Wilkinson: BFA - Studio Art: Painting

Lauren Elizabeth Willard: BA - Studio Art: Performing Arts

Jamey Marie Tawmash: BA - Dance: Choreography and Performance

Steve Lamon Williams Jr: BA - Drama: Acting

Mujan Xie: BM - Performance: Voice

Tsz Zong Xiong: BA - Music

Shubhadeep Xayar: BA - Arts Administration

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Julia Elisabeth Alexander: BFA - Studio Art and BA - Art

Emma Elizabeth Alston: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Isabella Breese Batty: BA - Arts Administration

India A Baldwin: BFA - Dance: Choreography and Performance w/K-12 Licensure

Constantin Marie Beadle: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Kyla Marie Bollard: BM - Music Education: Instrumental

Amber Lauren Bollwede: BFA - Drama: Design and Technical Production

Victoria Lee Boshard: BA - Music Education: Instrumental and Performance: Winds/Brass

Cleavon Charles Brownsey: BA - Arts Administration

Hannah Conklin: BFA - Studio Art: New Media and Design

Jacob Brenn: BA - Dance Studies

Melinda Dawn Burgess: BA - Drama

Congratulations, Class of 2020 on your academic and artistic accomplishments!

The College of Visual and Performing Arts (CVPA) at UNC Greensboro is the premier and most comprehensive set of visual and performing arts programs in North Carolina with schools of Art, Dance, Music, and Theatre. It is designated by the UNC System Board of Governors as an “area of distinction.”

Built on a foundation of academic excellence, creative innovation, and community engagement, CVPA offers countless opportunities, hands-on experiences, high-quality studio training, and personalized professional training in visual and performing arts for undergraduate and graduate students. The unique synergy created by housing CVPA within a public research university of 19,764 students enables CVPA to graduate students to embrace the artistic expression of a diversity of cultures.

CVPA Transforms lives by providing exceptional artistic and academic experiences.